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Wood County Fair serves up farms and food. Page 4.
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News in Uriel
Fair concludes
Wednesday
The Wood County Fair
will end Wednesday with the
World's Largest Demolition
Derby. Along with a variety
of rides and games, helicopters rides will be offered until the end of the fair. There
is a $4 charge at the gate for
those 10 years and over.
Children under 10 are admitted free.

Night life at the
University

Volume 82, Issue 155

Bowling Green, Ohio

Electric race car finshes sixth in race
Andrew Ougan
The BG News

Sometimes one has to regress
in order to progress to new limits. Such was the case of the
University's electric race car in
the July 22nd Cleveland Electric
Formula Classic at Burke Lakefront Airport in Cleveland as It
finished sixth.
The car, the Electric Falcon,
was a favorite to win in the
11-car, 50-Kilometer race, but
faced mechanical difficulties on
the seventh lap of the 13-lap (2.37
miles per lap) race. The mechanical problems evolved around
failure of the clutch This was the

Fall registration for
evening students, those who
attend classes only after
4:30 p.m., will be held Aug.
22 and 23 at the University
In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom of the Union.
Undergraduate students registering for the first
time, transfer evening students and graduate student
registration will be held from
6-7:30 p.m. Aug 22. Undergraduates registering at that
time must have received a
certificate of admission to
the University from the Admissions office. They should
attend a college meeting
from 5:30-6 p.m. with their
college adviser prior to registration. Advisers will remain available to students
until 7:30 p.m. Further registration Information can be
obtained by calling 3278181.

first time the car raced with
gears.
In last year's event, the Falcon
finished a disappointing fifth, but
rebounded to finish third in the
last race of the inaugural season.
In the first two races of this year,
Held in Phoenix and Richmond,
Va., the car finished second in
both, consistent enough to be the
points leader In the University
Electrics Championships Series.
Although the car, which Is
sponsored by the College of
Technology and built by faculty
and students throughout the University, looks the same on the
outside, the insides of the car
have been redesigned. Anthony

Palumbo, an associate professor
of technology and the coordinator of the design team that
built and maintains the car, said
some of the changes this year include the addition of a transmission and the three gears, a
newly designed motor, control
system and drive train, and
newly designed safety f eat ures.
Initial tests have indicated that
changes have increased the car's
top speed by more than 25 mph.
At the Electric Formula Classic,
the car qualified at 78.648 mph
and its fastest lap during the race
was 76.670 mph Last year the car
qualified with a speed of 73.9S2
mph and had a fastest lap of

Falcon baseball
hits record season

Look Out Below!

Jamie Schwabirow
The BG News

After opening up everyone'e
eyes in the 1994 baseball season
with a 29-18 final record, the Falcons blinded opponents, fans and
maybe even themselves as they
took the crown winning the MidAmerican Conference regular
season title with a 34-18 record.
The team has Improved dramatically since head coach
Danny Schmitz has arrived In
town. Schmitz arrived at the
University in 1991 after serving
as an assistant at his alma mater
Eastern Michigan University.
Since his arrival he has seen his
teams go from rock bottom to the
top of the pack Along with die
team success has come a second
consecutive MAC Coach of the
Year award following the 1995
campaign.
The team did not start off the
year sizzling hot however. Facing
a slew of different teams, all road
contests, the Falcons wer holding

Walking from the
heart
The Wood County Division of the American Heart
Association has announced
that John Ranklns. Major
Account Executive, WFOB
AM, will chair the third annual Healthy Choice American Heart Walk. The walk is
slated for Saturday, Aug. 26
at 9 a.m. at City Park. The
walk Is a non-competitive
event and Is expected to
draw participants of all ages.
The walkers will raise money
for cardiovascular research
by asking friends and coworkers for donaUons for
walking the course. For informaUon on how to participate or sponsor a walker,
call the Wood County office
of the American Heart Association at 1-800-AHA-USA1.

onto a 1-5 record heading into
their seventh game. Bowling
Green then crushed Bucknell
16-3 taking out their frustration
in a big way. Following a doubleheader loss at Florida International, the Falcons won eight
straight games.
Coach Schmitz pointed out that
the tough defense and pitching
contributed greatly to the team's
success.
"Pitching and defense are the
two main keys, because if you
have good punching and you play
solid defense you give your
offense a chance to win ballgames and that is exactly what
we did this year." Schmitz said
As a team the Falcon pitching
staff combined for a 4.18 ERA
compared to their opponents who
averaged a 5.74 ERA. This was
good enough to lead the whole
league. Chris Boggs led the team
In victories with an 8-3 record
followed by Jason Tipple with six
See BASEBALL page six.

Ohio to be home 5
to third 'boot camp
Joe Boyle
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS, Ohio - Officials likely will start working next week to
determine where the state's third prison "boot camp" will be built.
On Monday, U.S. Attorney General Janet Reno announced a $1.7
million grant for the 125-bed camp during a speech in Cincinnati.
The Justice Department grant probably will not cover the cost of
the new camp. The Ohio Department of Rehabilitation and Correction
might shift money from other areas or ask the state Controlling
Board for more money, said Reginald A. Wilkinson, department di-.
rector.
The new camp, expected to open in the next year, would be Ohio's
third, featuring military-sty le discipline and rigorous work assignments.
Camp Reams, for men, is at the Southeastern Ohio Correctional lost itution near Lancaster, south of Columbus. A center for women is to
open in the fall at the Ohio Reformatory for Women near Marysville, '
west of Columbus.

Bryans create a
real work of art
Asheland Dorothy
Bryan of Bowling Green
have created a charitable remalnder annuity trust
which will eventually establish an endowment fund for
the Dorothy Uber Bryan
Gallery In the Fine Arts Center. "The University is a wonderful part of the Bowling
Green community and there
are some very competent
artists studying here." said
Ashel Bryan, a 1946 University graduate. This la one
way in which Dorothy and I
could ensure that students
would have a place to study'
art and showcase their work
at the University."

78.148 mph
Ohio State University won this
year's event, followed by Case
Western Reserve in second and
Indiana University/Purdue
The Electric Falcon's next race
will be at Indianapolis Raceway
Park in Indianapolis on Aug. 17.
It will be broadcast live on ESPN
on "Thursday Night Thunder."
The car will close its second
season at the EV Formula SO,
held during the Dallas Grand
Prix on Sept 10. The racing series is part of a four-year program designed to get the country's top engineering and technology colleges developing electric vehicle technology

The third boot camp would be different. Along with the military, j
style atmosphere, it also will focus on drug treatment, Wilkinson said.
The latest boot camp probably will be the state's last.
"I cant h—gjtW having another one any time soon," he said. "That
will be enough for Ohio."

The BC Newi/Tcrau Tkiau

Mary Mokr, a nine-year-old student at Coaneaut School, rides the Paratrooper at the Wood County
Fair. It's fan," she said.

News to resume in two weeks
The BG News

Aa twelve grueling weeks of
rlasiei grind to an ungraceful
halt, so doesThe BG News for the
next two week*.
Today's issue U the last for the
summer editions of The News.
However, daily issues will resume publication on Monday,
August 28, beginning with the
freshman edition. The

News will then come out five
day a week.
Any correspondence to The
News oan be addressed to 214
West Hall, attention Leah Barman, editor-in-chief.
The summer staff wishes to
thank our readers and advertisers lor a great semester of
news and entertainment. From
Paul Olscamp's last Board of

$

Trustees meeting to Sidney
Ribeau's first day in office, the
News staff has enjoyed having
the privilege of covering events
in Bowling Green.
Look out this fall for stories
about the upcoming mayoral and
council races, the first year
under President Rlbeau and
thorough coverage of campus
and city events.

■

X-l

Camp Reams, which opened four years ago, is the only operating
camp in the state. Men ages 18 to 30 who were convicted of nonviolent crimes spend 90 days In a regimented program.
The camp has not reduced relapses to crime at a higher rate than
regular prisons. About half who go to prison or boot camp return to.
crime. The Columbus Dispatch reported Tuesday.
But Wilkinson said he believes Camp Reams is "working excellent- -j
ly" because short-term stays allow the state to send more prisoners; ]\
through the camp, freeing regular prison beds for more seriouf
offenders.
'There's a lot of intangible things such as the public service people)
from the boot camp do, like cleaning along highways," Wilkinson ,- '

-•.
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Joe Boyle
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■

Andrew Dugan
managing editor

Cindy Williams
news editor

Jay Young
assistant managing editor

Concealed weapons
won't fight crime
TThe Ohio Senate recently debated a bill that would
low citizens to apply for a permit to carry a concealed weapon.
Police have argued that if such a law is passed it will
make a difficult job more difficult. If a police officer
pulls over a person and sees a gun in their wasteband,
they can pretty safely assume that they've pulled over a
bad guy.
However, if people can legally carry a gun, an officer
may not be able to determine whether the subject carries ill will until the gun is drawn and ready to fire.

Killers deserve likewise punishment
Aaron Weisbrod
The BG News

The other day I as I sat In The
BO News room, unsucessfully
trying to deckle what it was I waa
going to gripe about this week, I
decided to take a break from
brainatormlng and glance
through some of the various
newspapers that clutter the
room. After all, I am supposed to
be an opinion columnist (as opposed to a Journalist which some
of you out there have accused me
of being), and the newspaper
usually provides me with some
pretty damn good stuff to gripe
about.
Well anyway, there I was
glancing through the July 19 issue of The Tcnnessean when I
ran across a story UUed "Canadian gets life for "mercy' killing."
The story talked about how
Robert Latimer was convicted of
second degree murder for the
"mercy" killing of his 12-year old
daughter In November of 1994.
His daughter suffered from severe cerebral palsy, and she was
unable to walk, talk, or feed herself.
Mr. Latimer, feeling that his
daughter's pain was so great that
her life wasn't worth living, ran a
hose from his truck's exhaust
pipe to the cab of the truck,
where he had put Tracy. She died
of carbon monoxide poisoning.

chance of parole for 10 years.
So let me get this straight, he's
supposed to be m jail for the rest
of bis life (I mean as far as I
know, that's what a "life sentence" la), but he might get parole in
10 years? Uh-huh. And people
wonder why I hate the government.
Now honestly I don't know
enough about the case at hand to
say whether or not Mr. Latimer Is
Innocent or guilty, but this case
does give a perfect example of a
massive problem that our current currrent/puniahment
system has.
What's the point of giving
someone a life sentence if they
know that they're only going to
The following is a direct quote be In Jail for shout ten years?
from the given issue of The Ten- There are a hell of a lot of people
nessean, discussing Mr. La- out there who are more than willtimer's sentence:
ing to kill someone In exchange

do you expect If you're a murderer? The Hilton?
Now it doesn't seem as if Mr.
Larimer's Intentions for killing
his daughter were by any means
malicous, but way too many people out there do kill people over
emotions as stupid as rage, pride,
and Jealousy. If you don't believe
me watch any edition of the local
news or leaf through a local
newspaper on any given day.
Chances are that you'll read
about at least one murder that
took place the day or night before
every time. And Toledo isn't even
as bad as towns such as New
York, Detroit, or L. A.
That's why I have a nice little
murder enforcement theory
called "The Shotgun Solution."
Basically, my theory Is this: If
you murder someone, you get
shot right between the eyes with
a really big shotgun. If they live,
we'll call it divine intervention
"What's the point of giving someone a life
and they'll get to go free.
sentence if they know that they're only going
Plastic surgery to repair
left of their face would be
to be in jail for about ten years? There are a what's
strictly forbidden however, for
hell of a lot of people out there who are more the disfigurement would serve as
constant reminder of the heithan willing to kill someone in exchange for anous
crime against a fellow huabout ten years of free room and board."
man being.
Now you may think that this a
The Saskatchewan Court of tor about ten years of free room pretty violent solution to the
Appeals decision means Robert and boardproblem, but I got news for you
Sure the conditions of living kiddles out there: It's a pretty
Latimer faces a mandatory life
prison sentence sentence, with no aren't the greatest, but hey, what violent world.

Aaron
Weisbrod

E On the other side of the argument, many have asserted
that in many parts of America, carrying a concealed
weapon has allegedly brought down the crime rate, as
many muggers would not be too keen on attacking
someone with 9mm of lead under their jacket.

g or course

' The News believes that legalizing the right to carry a
concealed weapon will do little more than take America
back to the days of the Wild West where men dueled
each other and disputes were settled with six shots.

'lUt* Hulls 4

While many long for the return of the old days, this
would bring more harm than good.

by rrtkinoA

Sir
*perfc'

Many good men and women die every year on the
wrong end of a gun brought out in the heat of the moment. Crimes of passion could only increase in an America where a bunch of William Bonneys might get drunk
and resort to the gun in the small of their back.
Obviously there are many merits to the proposal.
Many people would feel safer if trained in the responsible discharge of a firearm.
'. However, this law would make the job of law enforcement tougher than it already is - The News believes that
it is time to take responsibility and stop letting more
guns onto the streets.

Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and lettes are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

Readers reject
'95 resolution
The fiscal 199S Budget Resolution contains a hidden agenda
due to estimated revenues from
leasing die Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) of Alaska
and the sale of public lands. More
specifically, revenue from
ANWR would be used to compensate for proposed tax cuts In the
resolution.
The resolution, a statement of
the intent of Congress, passed
both the House and Senate June
29. The resolution does not need
the signature of President Clinton; however, bills modeled to
fulfill the budget resolution will
later need Ms signature. Although neither have been officially approved, the resolution
Increases the pressure for Congress to give '•onsent.
Oil and gas Industries are urging Congress to let them utilize
ANWR for non-renewable resources. ANWR has survived attacks In the past but Is now facing a tough challenge with the
104th Congress. The fragile ecosystem of ANWR teems with a
diversity of animal and plant
species which are extremely
vulnerable to disruption should
the refuse be opened to oil and
gas exploitation.

The porcupine caribou herd
depends on the coastal area of
ANWR as they migrate there annually to give birth to their
young. The caribou have nowhere else to go should drilling
be permitted along the 25 miles
of arctic coast. This will in turn
affect the natives of Alaska who
depend on the herd for survival.
The Department of the Interior
reported that if any oil is under
the coastal areas (of which there
is only a one in five chance) it
would yield no more than a
200-day supply at current U.S.
consumption rates.
The budget resolution also includes an "assets sale" clause
which would'allow the sale of
public lands to help balance the
'budget Past generations have
felt It worthwhile to preserve a
diversity of ecosystems in order
to protect biodiversity and to
provide Americans with an opportunity to appreciate natural
areas. This move would place
public lands In Jeopardy.
This Is a critical time for
America's citizens to define the
role of government and to set our
priorities straight. Everyone la
concerned about balancing the
budget; however, anticipating
revenue from actions which will
harm our enviornment Is not the
correct way to achieve it Anticipating revenue from art lima
which will causa harm to our environment Is not the correct way
to achieve a socially concerned
balanced budget
Clnda Davis and Ed Wells

Family reunion
completes summer
Leslie McConkey
The BG News

No summer would ever be
complete without the mandatory
family reunion. My summer Is
now complete.
A abort road trip to Fallston,
Perm., brought my family and 100
distant relatives together once
again.
The introductions are always
ssjjjartsjtsjnaj This is your Uncle
Sneeze, who was married to your
grandmother's brother's sisterin-law, who would be your fourth
cousin.
People came from every nook
and cranny of West Virginia,
Pennsylvania and Ohio to attend
this shindig. My husband was
waiting for one of them to get the
banjo out and play the theme
song from Deliverance.
Aunt Tootle still pinches the
cheeks of everyone younger than
her. Uncle Eb still cant remember who I am. And I'm positive that two-thirds of those in attendance met at least five of Jeff
Flu.wot thy 'a definitions.
All things aside. If s amazing
the sense of belonging one gets at
a reunion. My family has held
annual reunions for over SO years
now.
They keep up on everyone and

everything. No need for us to
look far when researching our
roots. Aunt Jess can tell you everything you want to know.
We do the bingo thing and a
picnic. The food is great - so Is
the company.
The moat fulfilling part of the
day was watching the children. I
dent think they realized their inheritance. A close knit family is
worth more than any amount of
money.
It seemed as though they had
always known one another. They
spent most of the day In a small
creek catching crayfish That's
one pet that hasn't made Its way
to my house yet
The adults were busy tossing
horse shoes, playing cards and
eating, eating, eating. A photo
board displayed pictures of relatives I dldnt even know I bad.
But this was my family, a family that I'm very proud to call
mine. All Jokes aside, they are
the only family I have.
In a busy world where so many
of us have tunnel vision, a family
reunion is a refreshing reminder
of where we came from. It is a
chance to remember family
members who are gone, meet the
relatives we dent know and reclaim our own sense of belonging.

£^ The BG News
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Cincinnati to name new stadiums
The BG News
CINCINNATI - If some disenchanted taxpayers get their way,
Hamilton County's proposed baseball stadium will be called "Field of
Schemes" and a new football venue will be dubbed "Wherewegonna
Park."
Those were among more than 1,000 suggestions submitted after
The Cincinnati Enquirer asked its readers to name the new stadiums.
Many of the 418 people who responded were angry about a plan to
raze Riverfront Stadium, the current home of the Reds and Bengals,
to build two new stadiums with a penny-per-dollar sales tax increase.
A dozen people suggested "Dumb" and "Dumber" for the new
fields. Others favored "County Stadium," "Cha-Ching Stadium," and
"Taxus Maximus."

The top two vote-getters were "Paul Brown Stadium," for the founder of the Bengals, and variations on Rose Garden or Rose Park, for
former Reds star Pete Rose.
There also were suggestions to name the stadiums after Reds
owner Marge Schott, Including "The Brick Schotthouse," as well as
for current player Bret Boone, Gen. William Tecumseh Sherman,
Ronald Reagan and the son of former Bengals quarterback Boomer
Eslason, Gunnar.
Eighteen readers recommended "Redland Field" or some variation, 13 more based their suggestions on Cincinnati's billing as the
Queen City and 12 said Riverfront Stadium was fine with them.
Based on the Bengals' losing records the last few years, a Mason
reader suggested "The Opossum Den."
"They play dead at home and get killed on the road," he wrote.

Cleveland home of rock n' roll
Hall of
Fame got
support from
musicians
Dida Hayes

The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - When a superstar from New Jersey and a resident of Neverland gave their
thumbs-up, things started to jell
for Cleveland's campaign to land
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
and Museum.
In a 1986 letter to the music industry titans deciding where to
put hall, Michael Jackson wrote:
"Let me cast my vote for Cleveland - the city that means rock
•n'roU."
Bruce Springsteen told Ohio
Gov. George Voinovich. "Man, I
want it in Cleveland. I got started
here."
Twin celebrity endorsements
were money in the bank for the
former Rust Belt city - once derisively dubbed the "Mistake on
the Lake" by outsiders - that was
aching for positive name recognition.
The 1986 decision to build the
music shrine here shocked many
- except for the people of Cleveland, who lobbied madly for the
chance to show off their city.
Even people who know nothing
else about Cleveland know the
rock hall is there, said Peter
Arendt, director of design and
construction for the museum.
"I was on an airplane flying
back here from Phoenix and
when the guy next to me found
out I was from Cleveland, he
said, 'Hey, how's that Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame thing going?"
said Arendt. "I mean, he didn't
even know I was involved in
building it."
The excitement - and attendant increase in visibility t contrast with Cleveland's dark
horse campaign to build the halt
In January 1986, the New Yorkbased hall of fame foundation
decided to let the people pick
among Cleveland; Chicago;
Memphis, Tenn.; Nashville,
Tenn.; New Orleans; New York;
Philadelphia; and San Francisco.

Cleveland mounted a furious
blitz. The city wound up with
110,315 votes in a USA Today
telephone poll, dwarfing secondplace Memphis' 7.268 votes.
As planning began, the city endured the cynical sneers of its
competitors.
"Cleveland is only open part of
the year," said Bay Area Music
Archives General Manager Paul
Grushkin.
"I don't think anyone goes to
Cleveland for a vacation," huffed
Connie Cannon of the New Orleans Chamber of Commerce.
Some performers were less
than enthused.
Drummer Butch Trucks, an original member of The Allman
Brothers Band and a 1995 hall Inductee, backed his native Florida

land.
Disc Jockey Alan Freed, who
Insisted on playing the music of
black artists - rather than covers
recorded by white performers is credited with coining the
term "rock 'n' roll" In the early
1950s.
The "Moondog Coronation
Ball" Freed promoted In 19S2 Is
Billy Joel widely recognized as the first
rock concert
musician
At the June 1993 groundbreaking, Pete Townshend and Chuck
Berry played air guitar on their
as a hall site.
When Ohio got it, "My initial shovels while Billy Joel admitted
reaction was, 'You've got to be that he, too, had voted for building the hall in Cleveland.
kidding,'" Trucks recalled.
"I'm still getting crap from
But even the skeptics conceded Philadelphia for that," Joel said.
there was a compelling historical "But Cleveland is a great rock 'n'
reason to put the hall in Cleve- roll town."

"I'm still getting crap
from Philadelphia/or
[votingfor
Cleveland]. But
Cleveland is a great
rock 'n' roll town."

Trip to The Jake'
inspires nostalgia
Joe Boyle
The BG News
"We're talkin' last place - we're taUein'Tribe."
-Cleveland Indians theme
song, 1993.
"We're talkin' baseball - we're
talkin' Tribel"
-Cleveland Indians theme
song, here and now.
It's been way too long since I
went to an Indians game.
However, Saturday night Jay
Young and I decided the time was
right to make our pilgrimage to
one of baseball's newest shrines,
Cleveland's Jacobs Field.
"The Jake" Is located right off
Interstate 90. The same road will
eventually travel right past the
home of Saturday's opposing
team, the Chicago White Sox.
The Sox, who were against all
odds a favorite In the American
League Central Division at the
beginning of the season, gave up
11 runs to the best-record-in-allbaseball Indians.
Good lord it's nice to be able to
say that
My dad, a Cleveland native, got
me hooked on the Tribe before I
can even remember. I had an Indians poncho when I was five,

POLICE
Bl
■ An animal entered a Clough
Street complex Monday, causing
parents to take their young children inside. According to the
police report, officers identified
the animal as a "young woodchuck." It was taken to Midway
Animal Hospital and euthanized.
■ A man went to the home of a
boy he believed stole his son's
bike. The man told the alleged
bike-nabber he had "better watch
his back." Officers Informed the
man his words could be construed as a threat. The man replied what he said "was to be
taken literally, that if the bike is
not returned... he will take a personal Interest in watching [the
suspect] every chance he gets."
■ A College Avenue resident
returned home to find "nasty"
writing on the wall, a torn-up teddy bear, a "destroyed" baseball
cap and urine in her bedroom.
Her roommate left her a note
reading, "I didn't do it."
■ A group of 14-year-olds were
allegedly in the women's restroom at City Park, damaging the
facilities by smearing feces on
them. According to the police report, they also injured a squirrel
and one of the boys "got bit fairly
good."
■ In a fight at the Corner Grill,
a Sylvania man's video camera
was allegedly damaged by an
irate woman.

■■

jiiimmiiiiii

■

■ Police responded to a fight a
College Station where they found
a plate glass window allegedly
broken In a fight A victim was!
found in front of the bar, with;
cuts to his face and arms. The
suspect case came to the police
station. He stated he was "outside the bar trying to pick up a
hat." He was pushed, a fight ensued and the man stated he hit
the victim who fell into the
window.
■ A white male, 35 to 40 years
old, was allegedly Intoxicated
and urinating In the parking lot.
of the old "Lamsons."
■ A Portage. Ohio, man was arrested by police on charges of
driving under the Influence, improper change of course, speed,
possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
The man, when read his Miranda
rights, allegedly told the officers,
'There's really nothing to talk
about." According to the police,
report, the man had a roach clip,
a can of "Old Milwaukee" beer
and a bag of marijuana In the car
with him.
■ An officer witnessed a dog
urinating In another person's
yard.
■ A Third Street man found
"chicken legs" on the windshield of his car. He requested a report
on file.

nmn

DOUBLE PRINTS FOR ONLY A $ 1

which gave way to the inevitable
hat, glove, gym shorts, cards,
Jersey and wall decorations a
young man gets wrapped up in
wlille following HIS team.
The crowd at Jacobs wasn't
like the crowd I went to see with
my dad as a youngster. There
were no blind college students
spilling beer on me while loudly
chanting, "Cor-ry, Cor-ry."
There were no old nuns sitting
around keeping score.
Even the drummer didn't show
up.
In the place of these standby,
diehard fans are three levels of
luxury boxes and an enhanced
Stadium Club restaurant. While
waiting in line at the team shop, a
Stadium Club member purchased
three of the top-line Jerseys ($139
a pop) and two clubhouse Jackets
($248 each). He quibbled about
his 20 percent discount and
grumbled off Into the sunset.
That's the kind of person who
accuses people like me of hopping on the wagon.
But, hey, as long as the Tribe's
winning and I can go to games,
more power to him. Well see who
he's following after contract negotiations and where I am.

ONE HOUR PHOTO PROCESSING & MUCH MORE
• Wallets & 5 x 7 photos in 1 hour •
• Jumbo 6x8 enlargements •
Same Day Processing Available for:
4x6 Prints
Black & White Processing
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MOM ft BAD LATUy?
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Extra set of Prints for $1

Looking for a place to dump your extra stuff?
Bring yew things to Th« Link!
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Donations now being accepted for the
Unk Yard Sale
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Concealed weapons
won't fight crime
TThe Ohio Senate recently debated a bill that would
low citizens to apply for a permit to carry a concealed weapon.
Police have argued that if such a law is passed it will
make a difficult job more difficult If a police officer
pulls over a person and sees a gun in their wasteband,
they can pretty safely assume that they've pulled over a
bad guy.
However, if people can legally carry a gun, an officer
may not be able to determine whether the subject carries ill will until the gun is drawn and ready to fire.

Killers deserve likewise punishment
Aaron Weisbrod
The BG News

Hie other day I as I sat in The
BG Newa room, uruucessfully
trying to decide what it was I was
going to gripe about this week, I
decided to take a break from
bralnstormlng and glance
through some of the various
newspapers that clutter the
room. After all, I am supposed to
be an opinion columnist (as opposed to a Journalist which some
of you out there have accused me
of being), and the newspaper
usually provides me with some
pretty damn good stuff to gripe
about.
Well anyway, there I was
glancing through the July 19 Issue of The Tennessean when I
ran across a story Utled "Canadian gets life for 'mercy' killing."
Hie story talked about how
Robert Latimer was convicted of
second degree murder for the
"mercy" killing of his 12-year old
daughter in November of 1994.
His daughter suffered from severe cerebral palsy, and she was
unable to walk, talk, or feed herself.
Mr. Latimer, feeling that his
daughter's pain was so great that
her life wasn't worth living, ran a
hose from his truck's exhaust
pipe to the cab of the truck,
where he had put Tracy. She died
of carbon monoxide poisoning.

chance of parole for 10 years.
So let me get this straight, he's
supposed to be in Jail for the rest
of his life (I mean as far as I
know, that's what a "life sentence" Is), but he might get parole in
10 years? Uh-huh. And people
wonder why I hate the government
Now honestly I don't know
enough about the case at hand to
say whether or not Mr. Latimer is
Innocent or guilty, but this case
does give a perfect example of a
massive problem that our current currrent/punishment
system has.
What's the point of giving
someone a life sentence if they
know that they're only going to
The following Is a direct quote be In Jail for about ten years?
from the given issue of The Ten- There are a hell of a lot of people
nessean, discussing Mr. La- out there who are more than willtimer's sentence:
ing to kill someone in exchange

do you expect If you're a murderer? The Hilton?
Now it doesn't seem as if Mr.
Larimer's intentions for killing
his daughter were by any means
malicous, but way too many people out there do kill people over
emotions as stupid as rage, pride,
and Jealousy. If you don't believe
me watch any edition of the local
news or leaf through a local
newspaper on any given day.
Chances are that you'll read
about at least one murder that
took place the day or night before
every time. And Toledo isnt even
as bad as towns such as New
York, Detroit, or L.A.
That's why I have a nice little
murder enforcement theory
called "The Shotgun Solution."
Basically, my theory is this: If
you murder someone, you get
shot right between the eyes with
a really big shotgun. If they live,
we'll call it divine intervention
"What's the point of giving someone a life
and they'll get to go free.
sentence if they know that they're only going
Plastic surgery to repair
what's left of their face would be
to be in jail for about ten years? There are a
strictly forbidden however, for
hell of a lot of people out there who are more the disfigurement would serve as
constant reminder of the heithan willing to kill someone in exchange for anous
crime against a fellow huabout ten years of free room and board."
man being.
Now you may think that this a
The Saskatchewan Court of for about ten years of free room pretty violent solution to the
Appeals decision means Robert and board.
problem, but I got news for you
Sure the conditions of living kiddies out there: It's a pretty
Larimer faces a mandatory life
prison sentence sentence, with no aren't the greatest, but hey, what violent world.

Aaron
Weisbrod

E On the other side of the argument, many have asserted
that in many parts of America, carrying a concealed
weapon has allegedly brought down the crime rate, as
many muggers would not be too keen on attacking
someone with 9mm of lead under their jacket

care?

or course

The News believes that legalizing the right to carry a
concealed weapon will do little more than take America
back to the days of the Wild West where men dueled
each other and disputes were settled with six shots.
While many long for the return of the old days, this
would bring more harm than good.

by iVaineJ

gxptrn

Many good men and women die every year on the
wrong end of a gun brought out in the heat of the moment. Crimes of passion could only increase in an America where a bunch of William Bonneys might get drunk
and resort to the gun in the small of their back.

/

Obviously there are many merits to the proposal.
Many people would feel safer if trained in the responsible discharge of a firearm.
' However, this law would make the job of law enforcement tougher than it already is - The News believes that
it is time to take responsibility and stop letting more
guns onto the streets.
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Readers reject
'95 resolution
The fiscal 1995 Budget Resolution contains a hidden agenda
due to estimated revenues from
leasing the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) of Alaska
and the sale of public lands. More
specifically, revenue from
ANWR would be used to compensate for proposed tax cuts In the
resolution.
The resolution, a statement of
the intent of Congress, passed
both the House and Senate June
29. The resolution does not need
the signature of President Clinton; however, bills modeled to
fulfill the budget resolution will
later need bis signature. Although neither have been officially approved, the resolution
increases the pressure for Congress to give consent.
Oil and gas Industries are urging Congress to let them utilize
ANWR for non-renewable resources. ANWR has survived attacks in the past but la now facing a tough challenge with the
104th Congress. The fragile ecosystem of ANWR teems with a
diversity of animal and plant
species which are extremely
vulnerable to disruption should
the refuge be opened to oil and
gas exploitation.

The porcupine caribou herd
depends on the coastal area of
ANWR as they migrate there annually to give birth to thelr
young. The caribou have nowhere else to go should drilling
be permitted along the 25 miles
of arctic coast. This will in turn
affect the natives of Alaska who
depend on the herd for survival.
The Department of the Interior
reported that if any oil la under
the coastal areas (of which there
Is only a one in five chance) it
would yield no more than a
200-day supply at current U.S.
consumption rates.
The budget resolution also Includes an "assets sale" clause
which would'allow the sale of
public lands to help balance the
budget. Past generations have
felt It worthwhile to preserve a
diversity of ecosystems in order
to protect biodiversity and to
provide Americans with an opportunity to appreciate natural
areas. This move would place
public lands in jeopardy.
This la a critical time for
America's citizens to define die
role of government and to set our
priorities straight. Everyone Is
concerned about balancing the
budget; however, anticipating
revenue from actions which will
harm our enviornment la not the
correct way to achieve it Anticipating revenue from actions
which vrill cause harm to our environment Is not the correct way
to achieve a socially concerned
balanced budget
Clnda Davis and Ed Wells

Family reunion
completes summer
Latin McCoHkty
The BG News

No summer would ever be
complete without the mandatory
family reunion. My summer is
now complete.
A short road trip to Fallston,
Penn., brought my family and 100
distant relatives together once
again
The introductions are always
entertaining, This Is your Uncle
Sneeze, who was married to your
grandmother's brother's sisterin-law, who would be your fourth
CpsjejM
People came from every nook
and cranny of* West Virginia,
Pennsylvania and Ohio to attend
this «hinttig My BMshgPd was
waiting for one of them to get the
banjo out and play the theme
song from Deliverance.
Aunt Tootle still pinches the
cheeks of everyone younger than
her; Uncle Eb still cant remember who I am. And I'm positive that two-thirds of those in attendance met at least five of Jeff
Foxworthy 's definitions.
All things aside, lt'a amazing
the sense of belonging one gets at
a reunion. My family has held
annual reunions for over SO years
now.
They keep up on everyone and

everything. No need for us to
look far when researching our
roots. Aunt Jess can tell you everything you want to know.
We do the bingo thing and a
picnic. The food is great - so is
the company.
The most fulfilling part of the
day was watching the children. I
dent think they realized their inheritance. A close knit family is
worth more than any amount of
money.
It seemed as though they had
always known one another. They
spent most of the day In a small
creek catching crayfish That's
one pet that hasn't made its way
to my house yet.
The adults were busy tossing
horse shoes, playing cards and
eating, eating, eating. A photo
board displayed pictures of relatives I dldnt even know I had.
But this was my family, a family that I'm very proud to call
mine. All Jokes aside, they are
the only family I have.
In a busy world where so many
of us have runnel vision, a family
reunion Is a refreshing reminder
of where we came from. It Is a
chance to remember family
members who are gone, meet the
relatives we don't know and reclaim our own sense of belonging.
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Cincinnati to name new stadiums
The BC News
CINCINNATI - If some disenchanted taxpayers get their way,
Hamilton County's proposed baseball stadium will be called "Field of
Schemes" and a new football venue will be dubbed "Wherewegonna
Park."
Those were among more than 1,000 suggestions submitted after
The Cincinnati Enquirer asked its readers to name the new stadiums.
Many of the 418 people who responded were angry about a plan to
raze Riverfront Stadium, the current home of the Reds and Bengals,
to build two new stadiums with a penny-per-dollar sales tax increase.
A dozen people suggested "Dumb" and "Dumber" for the new
fields. Others favored "County Stadium," "Cha-Chlng Stadium," and
"Taxus Maximus."

The top two vote-getters were "Paul Brown Stadium," for the founder of the Bengals, and variations on Rose Garden or Rose Park, for
former Reds star Pete Rose.
There also were suggestions to name the stadiums after Reds
owner Marge Schott, including "The Brick Schotthouse," as well as
for current player Bret Boone, Gen. William Tecumseh Sherman,
Ronald Reagan and the son of former Bengals quarterback Boomer
Esiason, Gunnar.
Eighteen readers recommended "Redland Field" or some variation, 13 more based their suggestions on Cincinnati's billing as the
Queen City and 12 said Riverfront Stadium was fine with them.
Based on the Bengals' losing records the last few years, a Mason
reader suggested "The Opossum Den."
"They play dead at home and get killed on the road," he wrote.

Cleveland home of rock n' roll
Hall of
Fame got
support from
musicians
Dade Hayes
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - When a superstar from New Jersey and a resident of Neverland gave their
thumbs-up, things started to jell
for Cleveland's campaign to land
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame
and Museum.
In a 1986 letter to the music industry titans deciding where to
put hall, Michael Jackson wrote:
"Let me cast my vote for Cleveland - the city that means rock
•n'roU."
Bruce Springsteen told Ohio
Gov. George Voinovich, "Man, I
want it In Cleveland. I got started
here."
Twin celebrity endorsements
were money in the bank for the
former Rust Belt city - once derisively dubbed the "Mistake on
the Lake" by outsiders - that was
aching for positive name recognition.
The 1986 decision to build the
music shrine here shocked many
- except for the people of Cleveland, who lobbied madly for the
chance to show off their city.
Even people who know nothing
else about Cleveland know the
rock hall is there, said Peter
Arendt, director of design and
construction for the museum.
"I was on an airplane flying
back here from Phoenix and
when the guy next to me found
out I was from Cleveland, he
said, 'Hey, how's that Rock and
Roll Hall of Fame thing going?"
said Arendt. "I mean, he didn't
even know I was Involved In
building it."
The excitement - and attendant Increase in visibility t contrast with Cleveland's dark
horse campaign to build the halt
In January 1986, the New Yorkbased hall of fame foundation
decided to let the people pick
among Cleveland; Chicago;
Memphis, Tenn.; Nashville,
Term.; New Orleans; New York;
Philadelphia; and San Francisco.

Cleveland mounted a furious
blitz. The city wound up with
110,315 votes In a USA Today
telephone poll, dwarfing secondplace Memphis' 7,268 votes.
As planning began, the city endured the cynical sneers of its
competitors.
"Cleveland Is only open part of
the year," said Bay Area Music
Archives General Manager Paul
Gmshkin.
"I don't think anyone goes to
Cleveland for a vacation," huffed
Connie Cannon of the New Orleans Chamber of Commerce.
Some performers were less
than enthused.
Drummer Butch Trucks, an original member of The Allman
Brothers Band and a 1995 hall Inductee, backed his native Florida

land.
Disc jockey Alan Freed, who
Insisted on playing the music of
black artists - rather than covers
recorded by white performers is credited with coining the
term "rock 'n' roll" in the early
1950s.
The "Moondog Coronation
Ball" Freed promoted In 1952 Is
Billy Joel widely recognized as the first
rock concert.
musician
At the June 1993 groundbreaking, Pete Townshend and Chuck
Berry played air guitar on their
as a hall site.
When Ohio got It, "My initial shovels while BUly Joel admitted
reaction was, 'You've got to be that he, too, had voted for building the hall In Cleveland.
kidding,"' Trucks recalled.
"I'm still getting crap from
But even the skeptics conceded Philadelphia for that," Joel said.
there was a compelling historical "But Cleveland Is a great rock 'n'
reason to put the hall in Cleve- roll town."

"I'm still getting crap
from Philadelphia/or
[votingfor
Cleveland]. But
Cleveland is a great
rock 'n' roll town."

"We're talkin' last place - we're talkin' Tribe."
-Cleveland Indians theme
song, 1993.
"We're talkin' baseball - we're
talkin'Tribe!"
-Cleveland Indians theme
song, here and now.
It's been way too long since I
went to an Indians game.
However, Saturday night Jay
Young and I decided the time was
right to make our pilgrimage to
one of baseball's newest shrines,
Cleveland's Jacobs Field.
"The Jake" Is located right off
Interstate 90. The same road will
eventually travel right past the
home of Saturday's opposing
team, the Chicago White Sox.
The Sox, who were against all
odds a favorite in the American
League Central Division at the
beginning of the season, gave up
11 runs to the best-reoord-ln-allbaseball Indians.
Good lord It's nice to be able to
say that.
My dad, a Cleveland native, got
me hooked on the Tribe before I
can even remember. I had an Indians poncho when I was five,

■ An animal entered a Clough
Street complex Monday, causing
parents to take their young children inside. According to the
police report, officers Identified
the »"imal as a "young woodchuck." It was taken to Midway
Animal Hospital and euthanized.
■ A man went to the home of a
boy he believed stole his son's
bike. The man told the alleged
blke-nabber he had "better watch
his back," Officers informed the
man his words could be construed as a threat. The man replied what he said "was to be
taken literally, that if the bike is
not returned... he will take a personal Interest In watching [the
suspect] every chance he gets."
B A College Avenue resident
returned home to find "nasty"
writing on the wall, a torn-up teddy bear, a "destroyed" baseball
cap and urine in her bedroom.
Her roommate left her a note
reading, "I didn't do it."
B A group of 14-year-olds were
allegedly in the women's restroom at City Park, damaging the
facilities by smearing feces on
them. According to the police report, they also injured a squirrel
and one of the boys "got bit fairly
good."
B In a fight at the Corner Grill,
a Sylvania man's video camera
was allegedly damaged by an
irate woman.

B Police responded to a fight a
College Station where they found
a plate glass window allegedly
broken in a fight A victim was',
found in front of the bar, with;
cuts to his face and arms. The
suspect case came to the police
station. He stated he was "outside the bar trying to pick up a
hat." He was pushed, a fight ensued and the man stated he hit
the victim who fell Into the
window.
B A white male, 35 to 40 years
old, was allegedly intoxicated
and urinating in the parking lot.
of the old "Lamsons."
B A Portaee. Ohio, man was arrested by police on charges of
driving under the influence, improper change of course, speed,
possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia.
The man, when read his Miranda
rights, allegedly told the officers,
"There's really nothing to talk
about." According to the police,
report, the man had a roach clip,
a can of "Old Milwaukee" beer
and a bag of marijuana in the car
with htm.
B An officer witnessed a dog
urinating in another person's
yard.
B A Third Street man found
"chicken legs" on the windshield
of his car. He requested a report .
on file.
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DOUBLE PRINTS FOR ONLY A $ 1

Trip to The Jake'
inspires nostalgia
Joe Boyle
The BC News

POLICE
Bl

which gave way to the Inevitable
hat, glove, gym shorts, cards,
Jersey and wall decorations a
young man gets wrapped up in
while following HIS team.
The crowd at Jacobs wasn't
like the crowd I went to see with
my dad as a youngster. There
were no blind college students
spilling beer on me while loudly
chanting, "Cor-ry, Cor-ry."
There were no old nuns sitting
around keeping score.
Even the drummer didn't show
up.
In the place of these standby,
diehard fans are three levels of
luxury boxes and an enhanced
Stadium Club restaurant. While
waiting in line at the team shop, a
Stadium Club member purchased
three of the top-line Jerseys ($139
a pop) and two clubhouse Jackets
($248 each). He quibbled about
his 20 percent discount and
grumbled off Into the sunset.
That's the kind of person who
accuses people like me of hopping on the wagon.
But, hey, as long as the Tribe's
winning and I can go to games,
more power to him. Well see who
he's following after contract negotiations and where I am.
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Wood County ' 'A Fair to Remember"

Point of
view changes
perceptions
of countyfair

County fair
experience
one of best
this summer

Krliten Ci|ki
The BC News
For as long as I can remember, I have attended
the Wood County Fair. This
year, however, I experienced it from a different
vantage point
On three evenings during
the fair, I passed out literature and answered questions about the Maumee
River Remedial Action
Plan.
This display was located
right on the Midway, across
from the 4-H Milkshake
stand and right next to the
YES FM radio station tent
During the many times
when no one was stopping
at the RAP display and I
had some time on my hands,
I would watch the various
fair goers.

Bob Dlnsdili
Trie BG News

If* fair time! Such exciting
memories are Invoked by those
words.
I don't have any such memories but I've seen them in movies
such as "Bronco Billy" and
"Something Wicked This Way
Comes," so I have a good idea of
what the fair Is like. On Sunday,
however, I managed to stop living my life through the television
(briefly) when good ol' Joe called
up with an invitation to attend the
grand Wood County Fair. Did you
know it is the largest fair in
Wood County?
Having been suddenly and unwantingly made available, I
Jumped at the chance to experience the culture of our county.
My afternoon was a dizzying experience filled with twists and
turns that began with a disclaimer that refunds are prohibited.
If you see anyone getting a refund, please point them out to security.
After we passed the majestic
gates we were bombarded with a
wide selction of foods and games.
You can get your fill of tacos in a
bag and cheese on a stick or you
can take a chance and try to win a
Kris Kross poster or Bon Jovi
wallet at one of the many game
booths.
One cant help but be impressed by the selections and aromas
that filled the area.
After satisfying our appetites

1W BG NmnrTtraw Tfcmuu

Brooke Juarez, a Toledo-area four-year-old, rides a pint-size fire
truck.

This also gave me the opportunity to contemplate
some very important fair
issues.

Tfc*BCNma«tB»r|*

Bob and Jay sit la front of 11-year-old Chris Chllcote at the Wood
County Fair's horse showing area. Chllcote Is riding his horse,
RIM.
we walked quickly and carefully to take advantage of the many
through the beef bam and on to booths set up.
the poultry section.
We had opportunities to join a
I became bom quite frightened political party (good ol' Joe regisand awed when I saw what I be- tered to vote), pick a tombstone
lieve is the world's largest roos- and buy replacement windows.
ter.
Being out In the open gave my
Upon seeing this huge speci- friends and I the feeling of a
men I also felt a sense of pride touch of grey coming on as we
about being a resident at Wood saw a father, with his child In
County that I haven't had since tow, wearing a White Zombie
jury duty.
T-shirt. Has our generation beWood County has many great gun to lose its youth?
things, I realize that now.
"See the beef barn,
In an attempt to prove otherI truly believe, however, that,
buy a toco in a bag,
if given the chance, this rooster wise, we all decided to bring attention to ourselves by sitting in
buy a tombstone, ride would kill me.
With slow, non-threatening the middle of the walkway.
Golf carts, families and couthe giant slide, but
steps we left the rooster and
ples all had to split up and go
most of all, meet the moved on to something just as around
us but we were comfortafrightening. In this building, I ble.
giant walking dog."
found the 4-H club contingent
I heard stories as a youth and
So comfortable, in fact, we desaw people do It on TV but until cided to spend the rest of the day
Sunday, I had held firm in my be- sitting in different places. We sat
lief that 4-H was some nutty Idea by a giant dog, a horse (thanks
and emptying our wallets, we conceived in Hollywood.
again to Chris Chllcote and Riki),
I've got a shocking truth to tell puppets and a helicopter.
moved on to a different aroma as
we entered the beef barn. I must my concrete brethren: 4-H la not
If a hard to capture our enjoysay, I liked the other aroma bet- a myth!) It's real! People actually ment in words, but, believe me, if
do this.
ter.
you ever sat next to a giant walkAgaind and again the buildings ing dog, you'd be all smiles too.
The cows were very pretty but
they all faced away from us so fed my fears so we went outside It's one of those many lifetime
experiences one finds at the fair.
Time la running out, however.
If you want to share In these experiences because today's the
last
I encourage you to drive on
BGSZJ STUDENTS
over to the fair (parking is free)
and get your share of fun.
See the beef barn, buy a taoo In
a bag, buy a tombstone, ride the
giant slide, but most of all, meet
the giant walking dog.
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1). Why has no one ever
come up with the idea of a
"Fair Food Sampler." Instead of having to buy one
of everything, or miss out
on something, fairgoers
could simply make one purchase that Included small
amounts of french fries,
onion rings, subs, elephant
ears, funnel cakes, cotton
candy, milkshakes, candied
apples and lemonade.

f
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Bob and Jay sit behind the Wood County Hospital's health dog
near the grandstand.

Turn left
at sitting
man, follow
the character
Joe Boyle
The BC News

However, for all the juvenilia
of going to the fair, it reminds
And before I knew it, I was sit- one of what is so special about
ting, to paraphrase Forrest Wood County.
Gump.
Honestly, there's more comWe may not have the fanciest
fortable places to sit besides the stores in our mall, we may not
middle of the midway at the have Myster Hill, Dinosaur Rock
Wood County Fair, which is why I or tourist traps, but we have perleft the sitting to the trained ex- sonality, and personality , as
perts, Bob and Jay.
Jules Winnfleld said, goes a long
These men, among the finest way.
sitters I have ever met in my life,
braved scalding hot temperatures on the pavement, horse
dookie in the tracks and sheriffs
deputies on golf carts for several
hours all in the name of good,
clean fun.
I followed with my camera.
All day we could see the masses move by the two of them.
"There's nothing to see here,"
Jay would say.
Yeah, right
I can honestly believe that if I
were a fair-goer, I would go home

rws-s-mnn

WYTfYfl

2). What is with the
dresses worn by Junior fair
queen contestants? Perhaps
I'm getting old, but it
doesn't seem that long ago
that I was competing for
the title of Wood County
Junior Fair Queen In a long
pink dress with pouffy
sleeves and a high neck.
This years contestants
wore sequenced gowns with
high slits and no sleeves.
Then again, I didn't win.

and wonder who those deranged
lunatics were sitting in the midway, on an army jeep, in the
bleachers alone, on a video game,
near the concession stands or by
the tractors.
"What's your deal," someone
may ask.
"Oh, dont mind them, they're
just sitting."

3). Was there a large neon
sign over our tent flashing
the word "Information"?
The majority of people'
stopping by wanted to know
where they could find the
restrooms, pay phones and
other important fair amenities.
Overall, the fair experience was very positive.
Many nice people stopped
by to look at the display and
pick up chocolate covered
soybeans (the people we
shared a tent with were
passing them out).
And I still believe that the
Wood County Fair Is one of
the best in the area, or at
least the county.

nrYsViYsn

Enjoy Good Living in Haven House Manor
Apartments!

Preferred Properties
Management Co.

Howard's
clubH
I I
Mon-Sotl8-2:30om
■ ■
210 N Main

fan 5-2;3Qom

This Weekend

Rental Office 530 S. Maple St. Phone: 352-9378
Office hoars - Monday - Friday 0:00 am - 4:30 pm
closed 12:00 • 1:00

August 11 & 12

NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND PALL

Special Features:

• 900 + sq. ft per apartmsrrt
• 2 bedrooms-1 1/2 baths
• central Qas heating with Individual
apartment controls
• completely furnished
• L-ahaped IVing-drilng area
• Insulated window glass
• swing glass doors
• last recovery Qas water heating
• twm beds In seen bedroom
• sullt-<n vanity In hallway

wall-to-wall carpeting
sound conditioned Interior
cable TV available
kitchen comes equipped
with s Qas range,
refrigerator, food waste
disposal, stainless steel

extra large wak-in closets
carpeted halls and Intlds
entrances
• Inen closet
Ample off street parking
• resident paid utiHiles
Qas-eoulpped laundry area
• 4B two bedroom apartments
available In each apartment
MUblO
All rttidcntt rtceive s membtrthip to

CHEnnYWOOD HEALTH SPA
u*M

dtkmmtr/mcOUim.)

ask about our other listings
S

Pool

«Video Garnet

»P»ng Pong

•Pjnbalt

IT IS SIJMMERTIME!!!
Get up and

ENJOY IT!

|
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Spanner Time!

Kristi Koester
The BC News
It's eight In the morning on a
rainy Thursday and you've just
been dumped off in downtown
Chicago by friends who work until five. You're staying with them
through the weekend and you're
expected to provide your own entertainment while they work.
What to do.
This was the scenario I encountered on my recent gallivant
away from Bowling Green. There
I stood, on the corner of Madison
and Michigan Avenue, totally
mesmerized by the rush of rich
executives walking to work and
the honking of shimmery
Beamers speeding by. There
were a million things I wanted to
do in this windy city, and there I
was, just standing, with limited
funds.
Of course, money or no money,
my radar kicked in and I found
myself heading north with only
one thought in my mind: shopping. I had a death grip on my
Visa and by the time I reached
Bloomies, I was seeing visions of
the expensive clothes that I
couldn't even afford to try on.
That didn't stop me, though. By
the time my friends got off work,
I had racked up an expenditure
almost as big as the national debt.
If you ever want to feel really
good about yourself, just spend
money you don't have. That's all I
have to say about that.
The next day, I thought, should
be handled a little bit differently.
So, I headed south.
Soon enough, I approached The
Art Institute of Chicago. I strolled inside and, after waiting in
the eternal line, decided to pay
the $12..so it cost to view the limited-time only Claude Monet exhibit.
All I can say is, "Claude is the
man!"
Now, I am not a real artistic
person myself but I loved it. For
those oblivious to the world of
art, Monet ranks among the
greatest painters in the history of
art. The Art Institute of Chicago,
which was the first American
museum to purchase a painting
by Monet, boasts the richest collection of the artist's work outside of Paris and Boston.
The exhibition, which runs
from July 22 to November 26,
1995, included 159 paintings and
works on paper. Some of the
paintings have never before been
exhibited in the United States, or
have never been viewed outside

Spanner B»nner, a popular reggae star, is considering a U.S. tour
in the next year. Banner takes his first name from a tool, and will
be hitting the studio again In the coming months.

Beaches inspire
Spanner's sound
Jay Young

"vibes" from the song.
The author of most of his work,_
Banner said when he is not work-,
After releasing his first al- ing on his music he likes to relax
blum, "Chill", Jamaica's favorite by the beach.
reggae artist is currently plan"I like to go and like chill with
ning to tour part of the United
my brothers on the beach man,"
States.
Spanner Banner, who said he Banner said in an exclusive
named himself after a tool, said interview in The News.
Banner said he plans to work
he is very pleased with his first
album. On "Chill" Banner per- on another album after he has
forms Desiree's "You Gotta Be." completed videos and the promoThe 26 year-old said he likes the tion of his first one.
The BC News

Monet is pictured here In front of his lily pond, a subject in several of his more famous works of art.

of private collections. The pictures in "Claude Monet: 1840 1926" span his career from its
onset in 1859 until his death in
1926.
As I pushed myself through the
crowd of people lollygagging
through each of the 18 rooms
filled with Monet's work, I became irritated because I couldn't
get close enough to each painting. I was amazed at Monet's tal-

ent to transform nature into
extraordinary reflections on
canvas. I can honestly say that I
was in a daze throughout the exhibit.
The last .-oom of the exhibit
housed Monet's most famous
painting. Water Lilies. I viewed
the masterpiece for more than
five minutes, realizing why people make such a big deal over the

Be Safe, Don't Drink & Drive

painting. Monet used a series of
swipes and dots to create a landscape reduced to the scale of
stilllife. It was truly magnificent.
Well, that about sums up my
venture into the big city while
my friends where at work. Of
course, the remainder of my
weekend was jam-packed with
fun and adventure, but that's a
whole different story.

ihfe Bandw&gott
Aaron Welsbrod
The BC News

announcement to you: This fall
The Bandwagon will be appearOver this past summer, I have ing in Weekend Reality and
had the chance to profile such Toledo Underground.
great local bands as The Kind,
Five Story Fall, Tomorrow's ATTENTION: If you are in
Clown, False Face Society and and/or know of an original area
with a number of others. The band of any style who would like
funny thing is I barely managed to be covered In The Bandwagon
to scratch the surface of the this fall, please contact me (or
BG/Toledo scene.
have them contact me) at 28838
That is why it is with great White Road, Perrysburg, Ohio,
pleasure I bring the following 43551.
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Wednesday • August 9th

JAZZ NIGHT
witli the jazz trio:
//»<■

Social
Norm
Friday • August 11 th

Thursday • August 10th
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NIGHT—

Be there
early to
sign up!

Saturday • August 12th

prizes, food & drink specials,
big screen T.V. & more!!!

10% SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT honored for inv hairare service w $9
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832 S. MAIN
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352-9763
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121.99
*Up

•

WOODLAND MALL
1234 N. Main St.
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CLEVELAND VS. N.Y. YANKS
PRE-GAME PARTY 6:30 PM
FRIDAY NIGHT AUG. 11THH!

»
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Friendly stylists, £rcat prices and
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Wood County ' 'A Fair to Remember

>)

County fair
experience
one of best
this summer

KfltltlClJU
The BC News

•olDfndilf
The BG News
If a fair time! Such exciting
memories are invoked by thoae
I doot have any auch memories but I've seen them In movie*
auch aa "Bronco Billy" and
"Something Wicked This Way
Cornea," so I have a good idea of
what the fair la like. On Sunday,
however, I managed to atop living my life through the televlakm
(briefly) when good ol'Joe called
up with an invitation to attend the
grand Wood County Fair. Did you
know It la the largest fair in
wood County?
Having been suddenly and unwantlngly made available, I
lumped at the chance to experience the culture of oar county.
My afternoon waa a dizzying experience filled with twists and
turns that began with a disclaimer that refunds are prohibited.
If you see anyone getting a refund, please point them out to security.
After we passed the majestic
gates we were bombarded with a
wide selction of foods and games.
You can get your fill of tacos In a
bai and cheese on a stick or you
can take a chance and try to win a
Kris Kross poster or Bon Jovi
wallet at one of the many game
booths.
One cant help but be impressed by the selections and aromas
that ruled the area.
After satisfying our appetites

'jSee the beef barn,
ty a toco in a bag,
y a tombstone, ride
giant slide, but
st of all, meet the
giant walking dog."

and emptying our wallets, wa
amwad on to a different aroma aa
wa entered the beef barn. I must
ady, I liked the other aroma better.
The cows were very pretty but
they all faced away from us so

Point of
view changes
perceptions
of county fair

Brooke Ji
track.

IWNKnMTn
a Toledo-area four-year-old, rides a piat-she fire

For aa sag aa I can remember, I have attended
the Wood County Fair. This
year, however, I experienced It from a different
vantage point
On three evenings during
the fair, I paaaad out literature and answered questions about the Uanrnew
River Remedial Action
Plan.
This display waa located
right on the Midway, across
from the 4-H Milkshake
stand and right next to the
YES FM radio station tent
During the many times
when no one was stopping
at the RAP display and I
had some time on my hands,
I would watch the various
fair goers.
Tina also gave me the opportunity to contemplate
some very Important fair
Issues.

BobaadJayiftlafreatefll-yeer-oMCarisCUkotoattbeWood
Ceeaty Fair's horse shewing area. ChOcote Is rieteg his horse,
•At
we walked oulckly and carefully to take advantage of the many
through the beef barn and on to booths sot up.
Wa had opportunities to Join a
the poultry section.
I became both quite frightened political party (good ol' Joe regisand awed when I aaw what 1 be- tered to vote), pick a tombstone
lieve la the world's largest roos- and buy replacement windows.
Being out in the open gave my
ter.
Upon seeing this hug* aped- friends and I the feeling of a
meo I also felt a sense ef pride touch of gray coming on aa we
about being a resident of Wood aaw a father, with his child In
County that I havant had since tow, wearing a White Zombie
T-shirt. Has our generation beJury duty.
Wood County has many great gun to lose Its youth?
things, I realize that now.
In an attempt to prove otherI truly believe, however, that,
if given the chance, this rooster wise, wa all decided to bring attention to ourselves by sitting in
would kill me.
With alow, non-threatening the middle of the walkway.
Golf carts, families and cousteps wa left the rooster and
ples
all had to split up and go
moved «■ » anawithiitg Jut aa around
us but we were comfortafrightening. In this building. I ble.
found the 4-H dub contingent
So comfortable, in fact, we deI heard stories as a youth and
aaw people do It on TV but until cided to spend the rest of the day
Sunday, I had held firm in my be- sitting to different places. We sat
Uef that 4-H was some nutty idea by a giant dog, a horse (thanks
conceived m Hollywood.
again to Chris Cbllcoto and RikfX
I've got a shocking truth to ten puppeto and a helicopter.
'
my concrete brethren: 4-H la not
ft* a bard to capture our enjoya mythll If a real! People actually ment la words, but, believe me, if
do this.
you ever aat next to a giant walkAgaind and again the buildings ing dog, you'd be all smiles too.
fed my fears an we want outside If a one ef those many lifetime
experiences one ftods at the fair.
Tfane la naming out, however.
If you want to share in these exB art a—as because today's the
lent
I wnwaraga you to drive on
over to the fair (parking is free)
and get year ahare of fun.
Seethe bee/barn, buy a toco to
a bag, buy a tombstone, ride the
giant elide, hut moat of an, meet
the giant wafting dog

TW M Nnrafh* ante
Bob aad Jay sit seated the Wood County Hospital'! health dbg
aear the grandstand.

Turn left
at sitting
man, follow
the character

and wonder who those deranged
lunatics were sitting to the midway, on an army Jeep, to the
bleachers alone, on a video game,
near the concession stands or by
the tractors.
"What's your deal," someone
may ask.
"Oh, dont mind them, they're
Just sitting."

Joiloyll
The BC Mews

However, for all the Juvenilia
of going to the fair, it reminds
And before I knew it, I was sit- one of what U so special about
ting, to paraphrase Forrest Wood County.
Gump.
Honestly, there's more com- We may not have the fanciest
fortable places to sit besides the stores In our mall, we may not
middle of the midway at the have Myster Hill, Dinosaur Ruck
Wood County Fair, which 1* why I or tourist traps, but we have perleft the sitting to the trained ex- sonality, and personality , aa
parts. Bob and Jay.
Jules Winnfleld said, goes a long
These men, among the finest
atttora I have ever met In my Bf e,
braved araVHng hot temperatures on tiw pavement, horse
decide to the tracks and aheriffs
deputies on golf carts for several
hours all in the name of good,
clean fun.
I followed with my camera.
All day we could aee the masses move by the two of them.
"There's nothing to aee here,"
Jay would say.
Yeah, right
I can honestly believe mat if I
afah--goer,Iwouldgohome

1). Why has no one ever
come up with the Idea of a
"Fair Food Sampler." Inatead of having to buy one
of everything, or miss out
on something, fairgoers
could simply make one purchase that Included small
amounts of french fries,
onion rings, subs, elephant
ears, funnel cakes, cotton
candy, milkshakes, candied
apples and lemonade.
2). What la with the
dresses worn by Junior fair
queen contestants? Perhaps
I'm getting old, but It
doesn't seem that long ago
that I waa competing for
the title of Wood County
Junior Fair Queen In a long
pink dross with pouffy
sleeves and a Ugh neck
This years contestants
wore sequenced gowns with
high slits and no sleeves.
Then again, I didn't win.
3). Waa there a large neon
sign over our tent flashing
the word "Information"?
The majority of people
■topping by wanted to know
when they could find the
leatiooma. pay phones and
other important fair amenities.
Overall, the fair experience was vary positive.
Many nice people stopped
by to took at the display and
pick up rhnoolato covered
soybeans (the people we
shared a tent with were
passing them out).
And I still believe that the
Wood County Fair Is one of
lbs bast at the area, or at
least the county.

mxn
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Spanner Time!

KrUU Koastar

The BC News
If a eight in the morning on a
rainy Thursday and you've Just
been dumped off in downtown
Chicago by friends who work until five. You're staying with them
through the weekend and you're
expected to provide your own entertainment while they work.
Whattodo.
This was the scenario I encountered on my recent gallivant
away from Bowling Green. There
I stood, on the corner of Madison
and Michigan Avenue, totally
mesmerized by the rush of rich
executives walking to work and
the honking of shimmery
Beamers speeding by. There
were a million things I wanted to
do in this windy city, and there I
was, just standing, with limited
funds.
Of course, money or no money,
my radar kicked in and I found
myself heading north with only
one thought in my mind: shopping. I had a death grip on my
Visa and by the time I reached
Bloomies, I was seeing visions of
the expensive clothes that I
couldnt even afford to try on.
That didnt stop me, though. By
the time my friends got off work,
I had racked up an expenditure
almost as big as the national debt.
If you ever want to feel really
good about yourself, just spend
money you don't have. That's all I
have to say about that
The next day, I thought, should
be handled a little bit differently.
So, I headed south.
Soon enough, I approached The
Art Institute of Chicago. I strolled Inside and, after waiting in
the eternal line, decided to pay
the $12.50 it cost to view the limited-time only Claude Monet exhibit
All I can say is, "Claude is the
man!"
Now, I am not a real artistic
person myself but I loved it For
those oblivious to the world of
art, Monet ranks among the
greatest painters in the history of
art. The Art Institute of Chicago,
which was the first American
museum to purchase a painting
by Monet, boasts the richest collection of the artist's work outside of Paris and Boston.
The exhibition, which runs
from July 22 to November 26,
1995, included 159 paintings and
works on paper. Some of the
paintings have never before been
exhibited in the United States, or
have never been viewed outside

Spanner Banner, a popular reggae star, Is considering a U.S. tour
in the next year. Banner takes his first name from a tool, and will
be hitting the studio again in the coming months.

Beaches inspire
Spanner's sound
"vibes" from the song.
The author of most of his work,
Banner said when he is not work-'
After releasing his first al- ing on his music he likes to relax
blum, "Chill", Jamaica's favorite by the beach.
reggae artist is currently planning to tour part of the United
"I like to go and like chill with
States.
my brothers on the beach man,''
Spanner Banner, who said he Banner said in an exclusive
named himself after a tool, said interview in The News.
he is very pleased with his first
Banner said he plans to world
album. On "Chill" Banner per- on another album after he has
forms Desiree's "You Gotta Be." completed videos and the promo-'
The 26 year-old said be likes the tion of his first one.
Jay Young
The BC News

Monet is pictured here in front of his Illy pond, a subject In several of his more famous works of art.

of private collections. The pictures in "Claude Monet 1840 1926" span his career from its
onset in 1859 until his death in
1926.
As I pushed myself through the
crowd of people lolly gagging
through each of the 18 rooms
filled with Monet's work, I became Irritated because I couldn't
get close enough to each painting. I was amazed at Monet's tal-

ent to transform nature into
extraordinary reflections on
canvas. I can honestly say that I
was in a daze throughout the exhibit
.
The last room of the exhibit
housed Monet's most famous
painting. Water Lilies. I viewed
the masterpiece for more than
five minutes, realizing why people make such a big deal over the

Be Safe, Don't Drink & Drive

painting. Monet used a series of
swipes and dots to create a landscape reduced to the scale of
stillllfe. It was truly magnificent.
Well, that about sums up my
venture into the big city while
my friends where at work. Of
course, the remainder of my
weekend was jam-packed with
fun and adventure, but that's a
whole different story.

*frlie B»ti4w»goii
Aaron WelsHrod
The BC News

announcement to you: This fall
The Bandwagon will be appearOver this past summer, I have ing in Weekend Reality and
had the chance to profile such Toledo Underground.
great local bands aa The Kind,
Five Story Pall, Tomorrow's ATTENTION: If you are in
Clown, False Pace Society and and/or know of an original area
with a number of others. The band of any style who would like
funny thing la I barely managed to be covered In The Bandwagon
to scratch the surface of the this fall, please contact me (or
BGrToiedo
have them contact me) at 28838
That la why It la with great White Road, Perrysburg, Ohio,
pleasure I bring the following 43551.

10% SENIOR CmZEN DISCOUNT honored for any hahew service owx$9.

832 S. MAIN
(Next to Rite Aid)
352-9763
WOODLAND MALL
1234 N. Main St.
352-9084
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Type O Negative = grade A positive
Aaron Welsbrod
The BC News
Although the band has been
•round for six years. It hasn't
been until this past year or so
that the light of stardom has
truly begun to shine on the
Brooklyn-based gothic/metal
quartet Type O Negative.
According to the band's lead
singer and bass player Peter
Steele, the light of stardom is
fine, but after laying eyes on the
nearly 6 1/2 foot tall man, one
begins to wonder how the vampirish front man feels about sunlight.

of person to live by them. That's
why arrogance la for idiots."
Steele also said a "flurry of
sales" usually strikes the areas
Type O Negative plays after they
leave. He added he has actually
been surprised with the sales of
the band's third and newest
release, "Bloody Kisses."

TkiBCNnu
Mark KoMaa ii this week's winner. Nice job. Mark! You

"We're selling 3,000 to 5,000
albums a week steadily, and I
keep thinking *My God, where
are these people coming from?'"
It was also revealed that
"Bloody Kisses" Is now close to
going Gold, and Steele already
has plans for Type O Negative's
"It's not quite something I ex- next album, scheduled for a tenpected," Steele admitted as we tative spring release.
•at In the back of the tour bus
only hours before Type O Nega"I have a lot of stuff written,
tive was set to take the stage at and I'm very anxious to get back
Centennial Terrace in Sylvania into the studio," Steele said.
Over the past 18 months of viron Sunday, July 30. "But I'm the
kind of person who likes to seize tually constant touring, the band
opportunities."
has played at all sorts of estabIf nothing else, the band has lishments and venues. Steele,
certainly at least had the oppor- however, said he prefers smaller
tunity to play for a wide variety crowds.
of audiences. Over the past 18
months of touring, Type O Nega"I would like to play crowds of
tive has performed with the likes no more than 100 people so that
of Queensryche, Nine Inch Nails, we can be very Intimate with the
Pantera, Danzig, Brother Cane, crowd, hopefully a crowd of
Motley Crue, Godflesh and Kings mainly women," he said.
X
And although Type O Negative
has been previously quoted as
"All of the bands have treated saying that their not a good live
us very well, but we also know band, Type O Negative had
our place. As [an] opening band, whipped the crowd into a frenthere will be limitations." Steele zied state of anarchy by their
said. "Anybody can break the second song, causing several
rules, but it takes the right kind temporary delays in their set.

man.You get a

Jutt What I Needed." The Claah, The Waitreuea. "Find A Way," "Walk Like An
igflrtian," Robbie Dupree. Sucanne Vega, and "Devil Inside" by 1NXS. Play the game
hi. week and get a free CD! Entree* due in at 210 Weat Hall by Monday at noon. Play
he game: CheckYo' Head!

1. This synth-pop group re-emerged from the early 80s
into the mid-90s with "Tell Me When."

2. This group sang "Sara," "Little Lies," and "Dreams.'

3. This "flexible" English group sang "Connection" in
1994.
4. Who sang "The Curley Shuffle?"
5. Name a hit by Cinderella.

Tae BG NewiMaroe We librod
Peter Steele lounges near his welgbt set during his Interview.
During their engulfing set at
Centennial Terrace, Type O Negative performed some of their origlnal songs such as "Too Late:
FVozen", "Prelude to Agony",
"Blood and Fire" and the
MTV/radio hits "Christian Woman" and "Black No. 1." Also included in the set were covers
such as "Cinnamon Girl" by Nell

6. Name an album by Enya.

Young and "Paranoid" by Black
Sabbath.
"This Is my Job now, so I want
to do It 100 percent." Steele said
in a comment that not only describes 8teele's current work
ethic, but also provides a very
exciting glimpse of what the future will hold for the fans of
Type O Negative.

7. "Dreams walking in broad daylight..." is from what
1983 hit?

8. This guy sang "Romancing the Stone," and "Electric
Avenue."

BASEBALL
wins and Joe Cotton with five,
among the staff Boggs and eric
Stachler were named to the AllMAC First Team and Tipple was
named to the All-MAC Second
Team.
"Boggs was known as our
number-one pitcher this year and
he led our starting pitchers woth
a 2.86 ERA," Schmitz said. "He

lre trie

ree CD from Th» Neum' stockpile. Lot week's answers were: Lover boy, "Beat It,"

9. Spanner Banner: is there such an artist? Yeh or nay?
no doubt was one of the keys to tros in the 12th round.
Along with the defense came
our team's success this year.'*
Eric Stachler went 4-1 as a re- some great hitting as well, mike
lief pitcher for the Falcons to go Combs led the team with a .403
with four saves. Although he batting average, while collecting
ended the season with a 3.56 a team high 64 hits. This led to
ERA, he did not allow an earned his selection onto the All-MAC
run In conference play all season. First Team.
"We have a major challenge
Following the season Stachler
was drafted by the Houston As- ahead of us to repeat as cham-

pions now that the other teams
know about us," Schmitz said.
"So I want to challenge all the
guys we have coming back as
well as our incoming freshman
and coaches to achieve an even
greater level of success."

10. "This one way love affair ain't fair, it ain't no affair
to me, it's just taking and giving and you just take and I
can't take it you see..." is from this soap-star-turned-rockstar's 1981 album.
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".march Work or Term Papara written by
protoaeional Ibrarlan. Fatt and efficient tervlc*. Can 814-532-5480.
Word Proceeaing - Reaumee. Term Papara
The*: i, Ditiertationi on Laaer Prlntor

Call 352-6705 (9-9)

WANTED
lor 2 Roommale<i) needed for Fal.
Avail. Aug. 1. Rent 1200 »uil.
Can 352-1055 or 352-0093. Aak for Rob

Responsible roo
• needed
1142 per month. Own room.
Can Sleph 354-8107

Call 352-5822

HELP WANTED

BOSU Sating Club • interested miourchae*V«»neng/borrowirig ueed or new "Flying
Jr." or teaer" laHboat Pveeee contact Thad at
J72-747B wall any informaeon.

PereonaUled Graduation Annou
41 hour sendee - order aa tow aa 1S
See Oee Bookatora
Acroaa from Harahman

(1750 weekly poaaibto
mailing our drcuava.
For Into cat 301-308-1207.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT- Flaring
mduatry. Earn B $3,0O0-*8.0O0./mor>th A
benefit.. Melefemale No experience nece*eary. (20S)S4o-41no*»t A5S447.
AZG Reward! n rwing lor summer 1 fan. Job
conalata of telephone Iniervlavang to obtain
market Intermaaon. SS/hr. a> atari. Stop by 12S
W.Wocettrp apply.
Childcare warned in my S. Toledo home. Pa/iame tire., M, W, F mom. only. Non-emoker. •
ref.reo.419-3B9-iS5B.leevemeeaage.

Chudcare tor infant In my fwrytourg ham*.
Pan-erne, hour* negotable. Non-emoker. Cat
S74-S4o7.

m

book

VX "f
' SB"*'*'
my favorite BG resuuran t,
deserves star billing. It's the
best place lo ealI between^
t
Toledo & Columbus'

call 1 -206-834 0488 ait. C5S445.
Evening Office Cleaning
10-12 hnvwk Own trantpo. taton req.

Subtoaaor Needed. 2bdrm w/vanhtoe. 1 M
bath. Very nice. MM 701 4*1 St Apt i
Call 352-9302

Cook/vail alaff/bar help for local Grand
RapMaOHiwia»irant.C^Cretoey-l»t4.

Local manufacturing company has need el
pert-Brno unskilled production employee!.
These Job* are mainly aaamMy of erne" parti.
Work 15-35 houn a week around your school
schedule. Only one block off BGSU camput.
souti ef Wooster Street *o you can walk or
drive. Meny BOSU students work at this plant.
Rat* of pay la S4.2S per hour. Come by to
pickup an appaoatlon form. Advanced Specialty Producta, Inc., 428 Clough Street. Bowf
lr»|0»oonf0hto 4S402.

r Of (TVOf • IH rOf i TUDOfl

Female lublltisi needed lor Fal Semester.
Own room. Call tor detain. 354-2425.

PERSONALS

$ Financial AW I
Attention All Students I
OMrtSBWonlnFnEE
FinanoalAJdi.now
available from private sector
grants 1 scholarships! All
ttjderitt are eligible!

CRUISE SH.-9 NOW HIHINO
Earn Up to ( ! ,000 ./month
working on >uiee Snipe
or Land-Tour comp vast, World travel.
Seasonal A M-Dme *.-. ploy men i available.
Noexperience.ieceaaary

local pkuea company, two blocks from
BGSU. I* looking tor PT workers Musi have 4
hour btock* of Dm* available during the day,
afternoon* or ntohta. Start pay it $5.50/nr.
i'S-20 ha. par *|Mk. Ptoaae contact Kurt a!

HELP WANTED FOCD OPcFATIONS
BOSU St. r.jnt only
De'lvery/Eirand perao.-., H.35/lir., Must be
able to lift up to SOtM. MiM have a veto driven
(cense. 2-4 hra. per day, Mon.-Frl.
Position begine Aug. 7.1995
To Apply: Cell Barb Erieman 372-7938
HELP WANTED FOOD OPERATIONS
Graphic Dealgn Intern
Mutt be a BOSU undent Muit have valid
driven leenea. Can work up to 40 hre. a weak
satisfying a CO-OP or INTERNSHIP.
*4«Smr.
To apply: Cat Lorraine Ruah 372 7939 leave

Furniture tor aale: Fun us bedrm. set, dining
rm. set. fairly new. Reasonable price*. Col
M4-S147-.
Hoo Koo t Koo Mountain &k«
lor sale, *000/o.b.o.
Can Brlen 354-8070.

I

1 -2 tubtoaaert needed tor 2 bedroom apt. Aug.
IS. 1995 10 Aixj.14. lose.8310/monrh Leave
me««ap<for0indy«l419-435-0T9S.

f*Mrwtr««LucaPta»Wooe1andMil
.
Friendly, energefc A amting has* tor F/T,
P/T, and Mgmt. Tnirvees. Flexible scheduling,
meat atooounta, eiNe«a>ment epportuniDe*,
andreg raises. Slop by and ok* up an app'caaonan,rHneanev2»m

Opportunlaf Of ( MeOmel
FaMaet frewlng network eompany In America.
Pan-lime eal Joroe OWenry 1-S00-279-2519.
kvdependent rep, tuool TetooammunicaBons.

i

VAN sMUVIR f»*rt-time paaMon to provide
■ artapniltduil to and from social service*
agency. Mutt be between *\* ages of 21-85,
have a valid Ohio driven licenee and excellent
drMrv,reoord.Sv»mltre»umeioP.O.BoxT38.
Bowling Oreen, OH 43402. EOE.
.....

i

care lor Women
Student fee
Abortion through
20 weeks
Morning after
Treatment
Caring friend or
Relative allowed
For personal
Support
leN.Huxn
Tolsde, OH 43404
l-tOO-JIMOOS

Ki i;».ils
(ooi

146 North Main Bowling G*een

1

UAO would like to thank everyone that came
to our evert* this summet.
Look for more groat programs in tho fall.
*

HURRY!
DON'T MISS
OUT!

2 Non- Smoking Femeles.
ClOM 10 Com put. UB'Mndud.
Cad Tim 363-5074

NKWI<>VI:

TI*ToLdcBle*Rt,

ROOM FOR RENT IMMEDIATELY.
Can Scott Johnson for mor* Into.
353-4710.

i

NOW HIRING DJ'S
Own cnttoceon pretorred, SO'* » dance muticExpenence preferred. Apply In person from
e-10 pm., M-F, GARGOYLE'S DANCE CLUB,
1MI.Woo.air.

Immediate alaar needed In my home I
Car * experience a mutt.
Call 287 4318

Houae tor Rent: 233 S. College
Lg. 56drm., 3 bath houte. 2blkt from campus
Ce* 352-9392 Avail. Aug.

FOR RENT

Now Accepting applications A resumes
lor Management Trainee positions.
Subwsw.M4E.Vfaceier.Attn.Jen ,

Housekeeping Poraonnol
Keaermeyer BMg. Senrlcee, a national cleaning service company, hu opening* In Dieir BO
•seta. Evening hre. F/T A P/T po* lions, aavttogpaySSSmour.
'PaidhoMaya
• 401K retirement plan
.
•Overtime pay
Mertegement opoortunrset
Can anytime 537-7819 tor Interview.

aVnRNATIOHUIMPLOTMINT
-Eamuplo*25-»45mour.
teaching baalr ermvenaWnal Englah
In Jepanjanain.org. Korea.
No laacfiing background er
Aalan language! required. For Into.
cat: (208) 632-1 i4een.Je*442.

'85 CoroUe- Excellent Condition
Mual Sell. Taking beetoffer until 8/10/95
352-337S

pau .

Nenny: executive family in Findlayare* looking
tor a loving A energetic nanny. Hours M-F
Sam-Spm. Send retume A cover letter to: 2401
Spnngmil Rd„ Findlay OH 45840.
i
i
in ■
I II
i
Need reedlng/wrh#ig tutor tor 9 year old girl.
(^I3O2-2«15. Appro.. 3 hrVe week.

812 SevenDi St, 3 bdrm Ranch. 1 BaDi
Very deanl Nice yard. »69&mo. (gas Ind.)
Call (41 •) 474-5344.

FOR SALE

1 Bedroom Apte Available Now!
«5t Leasing for Fall

expr'fitjnce in the
Piilm s i■%. ]i;in a great
produciiui.MuftaiSludeni
Piiulifatmiis! Check out
I'upllll'EHIDIIlS, ulc, ai
Sludftnl lii:ii!ir,iin:ntJulil!)3
4b0 SI
' ;esBldi]
Julis!;iHsn?95

